Chapter 3559
When Charlie and the Wade family finished briefly paying respects to their
ancestors, and together with grandfather Zhongquan and youngest aunt
Laila,”
“They arrived at Shangri-La to prepare for the banquet for all the friends and
relatives who had been at Waderest Mountain today, the outside world, who
had been following the movements of Waderest Mountain, had already
received the news.
Learning that the Wade family had finally compromised with the Cataclysmic
Front, none of those who did not know the inside story doubted the
authenticity of the news.
After all, even if these wealthy families were powerful, they could not possibly
defeat the Cataclysmic Front, this was the basic consensus of everyone.
What’s more, the head of the Cataclysmic Front, and the family that has a
deep hatred, will not be able to forgive the Wade family people.
The Wade family’s side branches that fled overnight, after receiving the news,
each one of them was incomparably thankful deep inside.
They were thankful that they reacted quickly and ran faster, thus escaping a
disaster.
However, in addition to being thankful that they had escaped, they were also
all worried about the future.
These side families are all dependent on the Wade family for survival, and the
main source of income for many branches is the business rewarded to them
by the Wade family.

After all, each side family, from the main family step by step, which is like
Zhongquan became the head of the family, his brother Jonathan, will have to
consciously leave the Wade family, to go out to establish their own business.
And Zhongquan out of compensation or out of kinship, naturally can not
expect his brother to care for him,”
“And also as much as possible to give him some resources, so that he does
not have the idea of fighting for the head of the family, the second also to
maintain kinship, while once the need, these distant relatives can also rush to
help.
The reasoning behind this is just like the ancient times when the crown prince
ascended the throne and arranged his other brothers around as vassal kings.
For these side families, once they lose the Wade family tree, their own future
development will also be greatly affected.
However, not waiting for them to take a breath, Cataclysmic Front released the
news “asked all the Wade family sidelines whose names appear in the Wade
family ancestral ceremony list,”
“To reach the foot of the Waderest Mountain kneeling worship, tomorrow
morning before eight o’clock, late arrival will be in the list of the Cataclysmic
Front’s global hunt!
Once this news came out, these big domestic families were even more
shocked.
Everyone didn’t expect that the Cataclysmic Front was not satisfied with
conquering the Wade family, but even these side branches of the Wade family
were not spared.
And these side lines of the Wade family were also desperate to the extreme.

The feeling of survival after the escape did not last long and was immediately
replaced by the despair of the monk who could not run away from the temple.
Wade family ancestral ceremony big list, has long been listed with each of
their names, identity information is recorded in great detail.
For example, the person’s name, how old, what generation, where the family,
who is the father, who is the grandfather, and then the ancestors of which
branch of the Wade family, these are all written clearly with a brush dipped in
vermilion.
Because this big list is meant to be burned for the ancestors to see after the
ancestral ceremony, so no one dares to have any muddle on this.
Now, this list has fallen into the hands of the Cataclysmic Front, then this is the
same as every person’s old bottom, are firmly grasped by the Cataclysmic
Front, even if you have to run you shouldn’t.
The strength of the Cataclysmic Front, these people know very well, if they
really want to assassinate them, it is as easy as a hand, so no one dares to
disobey the orders of the Front.
So, these people can only harden their heads, apprehensive to rush back.
Jonathan’s children and grandchildren received the news through the satellite
network on the private plane back to Canada.
Ten minutes after receiving the news, the plane drew a circle directly at a
height of 10,000 meters and turned around to return to Eastcliff.
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